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Past Participants Say:

“ Profound knowledge, practical examples and findings on projects

presented. Good sharing of information and experience”,

Senior Project Manager, Powerlink Queensland.

“ Very Knowledgeable on the subject”,

Design Engineer, Powercor Network Services.

“ The lectures knowledge and practical experience was exception-

al. The opportunity to have been in this program is very much ap-

preciated. It has been an honour to have met Dale. Thank you”,

Project Development Officer, Ergon Energy

“ Well presented, good flow of information”,

Maintenance Support Engineer, TransGrid.

“ Excellent content and delivery. Dale was very accessible and

open to discussion” , …

“ All presentations were extremely good. Nice balance between

theoretical and practical information”, ...



Uprating and Upgrating of Transmission Lines

Seminar Leader’s Profile

Dr. Dale A. Douglass is a Principal Engineer with Power Delivery Consultants Inc.,New York, has over 30 years
experience with overhead line design, analysis, uprating and R&D. He has performed many studies of overhead line
sag-tension, high-temperature operation, the dynamic rating of lines and power transformers, and both current and
voltage upgrading of existing lines.

Douglass is a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). As a member of the IEEE
Transmission and Distribution Committee, Dale has served as chairman of task groups on ac resistance of overhead
conductors, safe design tensions for overhead conductors, thermal rating (IEEE 738) of overhead conductors, and the
working group on wind-induced line motions.

In February 2004, Dale became chairman of the Tower, Poles and Conductors Subcommittee. In addition to IEEE, he
served as convener of the international CIGRÉ Working Group B2-12 (electrical aspects of transmission lines) since
2000. This group covers thermal ratings, sag tension, resistance and conductor design. In 2006, Dale became the U.S.
representative to Study Committee B2 (overhead lines).

Dale also teaches courses and seminars involving transmission line design, uprating and upgrading. His extensive
engineering knowledge comes from a career spent at some of the country's top companies. Before joining Power
Delivery Consultants, Dale held various positions at the Boeing Co., Bell Laboratories, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
Corp., and Power Technologies Inc.

Seminar Overview

Power transmission owners and operators need to understand how to find methods of increasing the power flow
capacity of existing lines that are acceptable to the public, reliable, and which require only modest capital investment.
Long lead times for new lines, limited availability of right-of-way, and increasingly complex procedures for applications
and permits, justify evaluating methods of uprating and upgrading existing lines where possible.

The seminar covers all the common and uncommon methods of line uprating and evaluates replacement conductors for
use in increasing the rating of existing transmission lines. We'll explore the tradeoffs among increased rating,
minimising capital investment, electrical losses, and maintaining operational reliability. Electrical, thermal, and
mechanical aspects of line design and modification are covered within a framework of making smart economic choices
and minimizing life cycle costs.

In particular, we'll look at the application and reliability of high temperature low sag (HTLS) conductors, selection
of weather conditions for line ratings, and at the less frequent possibility of voltage upgrading. Both experienced
designers and beginning engineers can profit from the seminar.

REGISTER NOW! Fax your registration form to (02) 9410 0030

Who Should Attend?

This seminar will be valuable to engineers responsible
for planning, operating or designing transmission cir-
cuits. It is also valuable for utility managers and decision
makers.

Prerequisites

Engineers with engineering degree in mechanical,
electrical or civil engineering is desirable.

CPD Recognition

This seminar program is designed to meet the
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) needs of
participants. A Certificate of Attendance will be
awarded at the end of the program. This serves as
evidence of your personal and professional
commitment to your career.



Email register@cpdint.com.au or Visit www.cpdint.com.au

1. Introduction to Line Design, Upgrading

& Uprating

● Main Components of Lines & Recent Trends

● Uprating vs New Line Design

● Example of Voltage Upgrading

● Example of Current Upgrading

2. Power System Constraints

● Thermal Limit

● Voltage Drop

● Phase Shift Stability

3. Conductor Design & Selection

● Aluminum, Copper and steel wires

● Stranded Conductor Designs

● ACSR Stranding Alternatives

● Wind-motion Resistant Conductors

● Comparison & Evaluation of choices

4. HTLS Conductors

● ACSS & ACSS/TW

● ACCR, ACCC, & GTACSR

5. Sag-tension Considerations

● The catenary - sag vs tension

● Tension Limits

● Conductor Length & Slack & ruling span

● Wind & Ice Loads

● Sag at high temperature

Sag Errors

6. Wind-Induced conductor Motions

● Blowout

● Insulator Swing

● Aeolian Vibration

● Vibration Dampers

● Ice galloping & control methods

● Subconductor motions

7. Thermal Rating Calculations

● Conductor Heat Balance

● Steady State Normal Ratings

● Transient Emergency Ratings

● Selection of Weather Conditions

8. High Temperature Effects

● Annealing of Copper and Aluminum

● Sag clearance at high temperature

● High temperature creep elongation

9. Line Uprating - No Physical Modifications

● Reviewing Rating Constraints

● Reviewing Weather Assumptions

● Dynamic Ratings

10. Line Uprating – Running the Line Hotter

● Using Up the “Fat”

● Raising Supports

● Re-tensioning the Conductors

11. Line Uprating by Reconductoring

● Present Worth of Electrical Losses

● Conductor Material & Labor

● Cost of Structure Modifications

● Generation savings

12. Detailed Review of 115kV Line – Current

Uprating Options

● Power System Requirements

● Normal vs emergency power flow

● Electrical Losses

● Avoiding Structure Reinforcement

● Dynamic Rating Methods

● Use of higher conductor temperature

● Hardware/Connectors

● Conductor Replacement with HTLS

13. Detailed Review of Unique 115kV Line -

Voltage Upgrading to 230kV

● Line Characteristics

● Evaluation of insulation level

● Switching surge performance

● Lightning performance

● 60 Hz insulation

● Radio noise

14. Summary

Seminar Outline


